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Principal’s Report
Abigail Graham
As I am writing this reflection on 2016 our school building program has reached the “ground zero”
phase where the site has been cleared ready for the building works to commence. This process has
brought many mixed emotions from our community as past students and teachers reminisce about
their experiences in the old science and food technology buildings. For many of the current students
this process has been interesting in terms of the logistics and they are looking forward to seeing the
new classrooms emerge. This building is a significant investment in our community and will provide the
environment to support a contemporary STEAM curriculum (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts &
Mathematics). I strongly believe that our young people deserve to learn in an environment that can
integrate learning across learning areas so that they can develop the 21 st Century capabilities so valued
in our world today. This means they can have the benefits of growing up in this wonderful part of
Victoria and be confident that of a quality education.
A significant change this year has also been the re-design of the Student Representative Committee
and the School Captains. This year I have met weekly with the School Captains Nick Mann, Eleanor
McKenzie, Lames McLean and Skye Twite. These students have devised a legacy project for the year
which they have initiated and led. The challenge they put forward was the renaming of one of our
House names “McMillan” due to the association with the historical “clearances” of Aboriginal people
from Gippsland. This was certainly a significant project and I am proud of the conviction and
determination that these students have shown in leading this project. School council has just approved
the renaming of the house name of McMillan to Howitt which is certainly a legacy that they have left
behind.
Our teacher and support staff have again worked incredibly hard to develop our teaching programs
and create a positive and productive learning environment for our students. The School Council have
provided strong advocacy for parents together with myself and school leadership. On behalf of the
school community I would like to thank them for the energy and passion that they bring to developing
the knowledge, skills and capabilities of our students.

Assistant Principal’s Report
John Wilson
I started 2016 excited about a range of challenges which lay ahead for our school and have enjoyed
being a part of our progress in a range of areas this year. During 2016 I had the pleasure of working a
great team of staff, students and parents, and attended a range of very high quality events. It has been
another terrific year.
As always the year started with the excitement of seeing our new year 7 students arrive for their first
days of secondary schooling. These students settled in very well to Korumburra Secondary School and
by the end of the year, all of our year 7 and 8 students have formed a great base for the rest of their
secondary schooling. Our year 9s and 10s started their thinking about possible options following
secondary school with careers activities and work experience. Some of our year 10 students moved
into other educational pathways through the year and others are leaving Korumburra Secondary
College for next year. We wish them all the best in their future studies and work. Also our year 11 and
12 students, both VCAL and VCE students, have studied very hard this year and I am sure the effort
which all these students have put into the final couple of years of their secondary schooling will stand
them in good stead for whichever pathway they choose in coming years.
Students at all year levels have studied a great range of subjects and experienced a variety of
challenges. Students studying subjects such as Outdoor Ed or Advance have had the opportunity to be
involved in outdoor activities, challenging themselves in adventure settings. Our Art and Technology
program has remained very strong this year with some outstanding pieces of work. Our year 12 final
pieces were recently on display at our Arts showcase.
We have also seen our students’ talents on display outside the classroom. I had the pleasure of
attending and participating in number of concerts from the number of bands we have working at
Korumburra Secondary College. Also, our Night to Remember in September really showcased the
amazing musical talent we have within the school. The sporting field is another area which Korumburra
students have continued to perform well this year. We have had students represent the school with
great distinction in a range of sports this year with a select few going on to represent the school at state
finals.
Wellbeing is a great focus at our school with all staff members playing a role in supporting our students.
Our year level teams have been working to ensure that all students are supported in the classroom
everyday while our sub school teams, amongst other duties, have provided extra support to students
who need it. A focus for us for this year was to develop our set of “Effective Learner Behaviours” for
each year level. It was fantastic to be able to provide all students feedback on these through our new
Grade Point Average reports in the second half of this year. I look forward to seeing how this continues
to develop next year.
I wish everyone a safe and enjoyable holiday and look forward to working with our school community
again in 2017.

Assistant Principal’s Report
Velleda Bradford

What a year!! The ‘first year’ in a new school seems to always present new challenges and this
year was not any different, but the support from colleagues and students made it a smooth
induction and I have enjoyed every minute.
Korumburra and surrounding towns hold beautiful
communities with kind committed members and the college
reflects this very well. Parents I have met, teachers I have
worked with and students I have learnt with are all a credit to
this South Gippsland region. Driving through the hills every
day still makes my morning nicer, even when the rain covers
the roads!
Looking back on the year, I am very proud of some
achievements and I hope we can all celebrate. The design of
new online reports, with continuous feedback to parents is
the beginning of a series of changes we are aiming to achieve
by next year. Linking learning and real world experiences
continued to be achieved with the project of Broadening
Horizons. Another successful trip to China to reinforce our
relationship with our sister school and engage students with
the Mandarin language learnt at Korumburra Secondary
College. The Art and Technology departments delivered great
evenings with the concert ‘A Night to Remember’ and the Art
show, where were presented by some talented students.
Another successful year in sports and outdoor education,
races were won and games were played with good
sportsmanship. Camps were filled with fun stories and built
fantastic memories. Last, but not least, teachers and
education support staff learnt together and adapted to new
environments, which was a little challenging at times but the
successes achieved made it all worthwhile. Now we are
looking at the opportunities the new Victorian Curriculum will
bring. Exciting times ahead!
So my first year comes to an end and I am looking forward to
many others!

School Captains Report
Having the privilege of being School Caption throughout the last yet
busiest year of our high school life was a role which brought many
challenges as well as proud moments. The opportunity to be the
students’ voice was taken quite seriously by myself and fellow captain,
Nick, and we did our best to advocate for the wellbeing, and on the best
interest of the students around us.
I would like to take this short paragraph to express my thanks to the
teachers and students who backed us up throughout this year with their
helpful input and ideas, but also for their guidance and often needed
words of wisdom all throughout our schooling life. Your support often
gave us conformation that we were still on track and moving in the right
direction. You know who you are and you are utter legends. I wish the school captains of next year a
successful and memorable reign, and for all of the other students and teachers, all the best for the
future.
Eleanor McKenzie

Being 2016 School Captain this year has been a privilege and a big
responsibility but I have thoroughly enjoyed it.
Whilst at times it has been incredibly busy and challenging, being able to
represent the school in various functions and official events has been a
great opportunity. Whilst there have been many changes this year, as
School Captain the achievement that I am most proud of is the changing
of the house name from McMillan to Howitt. It has been a long process
with lots of discussion, debate and planning with my fellow leaders and
the broader school community, but worth it to make this significant
change for our school. It represents a positive change in our thinking
within the schools culture.
Thank you to my fellow leaders, Eleanor, James and Skye, you have all
been amazing to work with throughout the year and also thanks to Ms Graham, Ms McCarthy and Ms
Parsons who have all been a great support to us. I wish all the very best to my fellow classmates of 2016
and good luck to the incoming leadership team and the future Year 12s of 2017.
Nick Mann.

ENGLISH
Our Motto in English continues…English is all around us! It is an important axiom to remember for students and
staff at KSC. When we focus on our literacy – across all subjects the quality of our writing and the pride we put
into all or work, can only increase.
Public speaking competitions continue to be a draw card for those students with strong public speaking skills. This
year saw two newcomers enter the Legacy Junior Public Speaking Awards and they performed admirably for their
first efforts at the competition. Kayla Thomas and Ella Roberts spoke brilliantly at the competition, and were
highly regarded by all judges.
The English and Humanities department joined forces in Term 3 and
organised a Melbourne CBD discovery excursion for all Year 9 students. The
activities on this day included an Indigenous discovery tour around
Federation Square Area and tour was a fascinating way to learn about our
indigenous heritage. The afternoon was spent undertaking a CBD scavenger
hunt designed to help our students feel more comfortable in the city centre
and to be able to use public transport. As many of our students had little
experience with the Melbourne CBD, it was great to see their confidence
rise as the day progressed and all agreed that it was a memorable day out.
Throughout all English classes, we strive to develop our student’s enjoyment and appreciation of Literature and
hopefully, this gives them an interest in books and reading as they move away from their studies and into their
adult lives. As a result, we hope they have the confidence to approach and tackle new forms of books and writing,
since they were exposed to a range of literature during their school days. This year, students continued to study a
wide range of novels, films, plays and short stories from all around the globe and from different time frames and
cultures. Reading programs continued to be in place for junior students and text studies form a large part of the
English curriculum at all year levels.
The English /LOTE Domain gained some wonderful new staff this year
including Ms Jessi Hunter who came to us from Narre Warren South P-12
College and Mr Richard Morrison from Trafalgar Secondary College. We were
also joined by Mr Justin Wong, a graduate teacher from the Teach For
Australia organisation, who took on our junior LOTE program and was lucky
enough to accompany a group of students on their trip to China this year. All 3
staff have played a huge role in supporting our students in their English / LOTE
classes and are inspiring and passionate teachers.
Sadly, we also say goodbye to Ms Emily Cotterill who will be leaving us to
teach at McLeod College in Melbourne. Ms Cotterill has been an integral part
of our College for the past 2 years and she will certainly be missed next year.
Next year will see quite a few exciting changes for the English curriculum at Korumburra Secondary College. With
the introduction of the Victorian Curriculum, Stars and Cars at Year 7 and the Acer EWrite programs from Years 7
to 10, the English curriculum will be invigorated and adapted to meet more of the challenges that our students
will face in their future workplaces. It promises to be an exciting year for all involved.
Ms Sally Henry

MATHS
This year students in Years 7 and 10 have trialled a modified
version of an online Mathematics’ program called Mathspace. As
a result of the success of this trial and of upskilling of teaching
staff, Mathspace will be used as an online learning resource by all
students in years 7 to 10 next year. Mathspace integrates a fully
functional e-textbook, with student work and ongoing
assessments to provide an individual learning program. The
success of any mathematics resource depends also on parental
support on the home front. Encouragement of your student to
discuss what and how they are learning is part of their successful
learning journey, as is consistently allocating time for their daily
reviewing of the work covered.
The development of
mathematical skills like sporting skills, requires ongoing practice.
Students were encouraged to participate in a range of activities: the
Australian Mathematics Competition and the University of New South
Wales ICAS both of which assessed students’ problem solving skills. Ella
Roberts and Joel Findlay received distinction certificates for achieving
results which placed them in the top 20% of the state for the Australian
Mathematics Competition and together with Connor Murrell received
credit certificates for achieving results which placed them in the top 30% of
Australian students who sat the ICAS. The College selected 2 teams of 4
students to participate in the annual Gippsland Mathematics Challenge Day
held at Federation University’s Churchill campus. Joel Finlay, Eric Zubcic,
Connor Murrell and Shelley Lawrence formed the Year 9 team and Ella
Roberts, Erin Clark, Ashley Mostert and Jarrod Stewart formed the Year 8
team. They were competing against 16 other teams from 10 colleges across
Gippsland. Teams were challenged by working within their team to solve 20
problems with the aid of pen and paper, a calculator and, of course, their
minds; 3 twenty minute two on two games against other teams and finally
a team relay challenge. All students represented KSC at a high level, thoroughly enjoyed the day and the
Year 9 team finished third. Year 8 students Ella Roberts, Kaylah Thomas, Andrea Axford and Erin Clark
created and entered their YouTube video on “Maths and Music” as part of the Choose Maths Awards –
Maths is more than Numbers.
Finally I encourage students to continue their
study of mathematics for as long as possible and
at the highest level of which they are capable. As
a result, they will have many more options
available to them when they complete their
schooling. Mathematical skills together with skills
in science, technology and engineering are
becoming increasing valuable in the world of
work that awaits our students.

HUMANITIES
Lots of interesting learning outside the classroom has occurred within the
Humanities domain this year. Studies in History, Geography, Civics and
Economics were consolidated through many exciting activities and excursions!
Year 7 students developed their geographical and historical knowledge of South
Gippsland, with a trip to The Nobbies to learn about the landscape and
indigenous history.
Year 8 studied the geography of the Bunurong coastline Classes went on an
excursion to observe the impact of the waves and water on our beautiful
coastline.
Year 9 students spent time studying the indigenous history of Australia. They
worked hard on unpicking the threads of history by

examining historical

artefacts on a guided indigenous history walk in Melbourne.
Year 10 Geography took the opportunity to uncover the wellbeing of local
people. Students surveyed the community to better understand some of the
Year 12 Sociology at the
Immigration Museum

issues which people around here are facing.
Year 9 students on an indigenous walk

Year 12 Sociology at the
Immigration Museum

In VCE students extended their learning to the real world:
Legal Studies students visited the courts to observe a drug
trafficking trial; Business Management students went to
Australian Paper Mills to see the nuts and bolts of the
manufacturing business; History students had a great year

Legal Studies Excursion

learning about revolutions; and Sociology students took
deviance to the streets by making it socially acceptable to wear
pyjamas to school, as well as visiting the immigration museum.
Three students, Ella Roberts, Erin Clark and Eric Zubcic, took
part in the History Teachers Association of Victoria History
Enrichment Program – they investigated a personal passion
project at Federation University in Churchill – way to go guys!

Business Management Excursion

SCIENCE

From Body Systems and Genetics to saving eggs from fatal forces, it has been another action packed year in
Science. Whilst students in various year levels were engaged in dissecting rats, sheep hearts and cow eye's to
deepen their understanding of what they were learning, others were given the challenge of turning a dirty water
sample into purified water using only a limited amount of equipment. There were also an array of opportunities for
all students to dabble in a little bit of Science during Science week in August. There was some tough competition
with the Olympics on, but with Handstand challenge (balanced forces), a creative writing and daily quiz
competition, as well as solar car construction, coding and bouncing wool balls - there was plenty for everyone to
get involved from Year 7 through to VCE!
Burra Foods engaged our year 7 students minds and provided an interactive presentation around how separation
processes play a vital role in the products they produce. After a short talk it was all hands on as students turned
cream into butter.
Our learners explored science through various formats throughout the year, in and beyond the classroom; in theory
and in practice. Who knows... science at KSC might have sparked an individuals curiosity that may lead to a future
discovery or invention! A big thank you to our Science team, including our Science Technician Mrs Donna Muldoon who supports us in making hands on learning a key component of the learning program for our students.

TECHNOLOGY

CHINA

On the 11th of September, 6 students and Mr Wong travelled to China
on the China Cultural Trip for 12 days. It was a great journey across 4
cities: Beijing, Xi’An, Changshu and Shanghai. Many of us loved hiking
and toboganning down the Great Wall, as well as see the Terracotta
Warriors and Horses. We also loved haggling, and getting some cheap
deals in the markets, such as lucky cats! It was great to meet our sister
school in Changshu again, and we spent 4 days attending school there,
and learning different dances, music and martial arts. They go to school
from 7am to 5pm with a ½ hour break. It was eye opening to see how
strict the Chinese school system is, and how much homework they had!
Lastly we climbed up the 8th tallest building in the world – Shanghai
World Financial Center. The China Cultural Trip was a fantastic way to
appreciate Chinese customs, culture and language. Many of our kids
got over their fear of heights, homesickness and culture shock, growing
up as productive members of the community.

CHINA
The sun shined over Gippsland last week as we hosted seven students and two staff from Changshu
Foreign Language School (China). Our seven host families eagerly awaited the arrival of our guests on the
Sunday, and within no time our Chinese visitors were exploring our little part of the world with great
interest. From Squeaky Beach to Inverloch there was not a moment to spare. Monday saw a whole
school assembly formally welcome our guests with a range of presentations including a welcoming
speech from Skye Twite, Dreamtime story from Aidan Smith (Year 7), Gifts of Friendship to each guest
from our student leaders and National Anthems of both countries. A few quick photos and it was off to
class. The students were motivated with the hands on approach taking place in each class and the
teachers were impressed with the format of the classes they were visiting. Onto Tuesday, and it was off
to some of our feeder primary schools. Nyora and Poowong Primary played host and by the afternoon
everyone was a little tired from the tour. Back into classes on Wednesday with a variety of activities
capturing the attention of the students and staff from Changshu. A trip to Australia is not complete
without experiencing our native flora and fauna, and on Thursday students and host students were taken
to Healesville Sanctuary to do just that. The weather was amazing as were the animals –as we wondered
the grounds and enjoyed the different talks and shows available to us. Students had some team
challenges to complete and on Friday we shared the photographic evidence with one another at our
formal farewell Morning Tea. As everyone enjoyed the final moments of the visit it was a sad farewell at
lunchtime on Saturday as the bus drove out of Korumburra and onward to Maru and Phillip Island. A
warm thankyou to everyone who helped support the success of this visit; host families, the mayor,
teachers, support staff, and our students – it was greatly appreciated! It was a really good experience to
be able to show our Chinese guests the Australian way of life, and in return, open our minds to their
culture.

Broadening Horizons
From a bus between South Gippsland Shire and Bass Coast Shire and Mandarin opportunities at Burra Foods to
implementing a rail trail in Korumburra and opportunities to engage at the local Skate Park – there was a range of
initiatives that inspired our year 8 cohort in Broadening Horizons 2016.
Our students were presented with a range of community issues from our business partners; Bass Coast Shire
Council, South Gippsland Shire Council and Burra Foods. From here, they expressed their interests, and went
about inquiring into the problem with the goal of presenting some suggestions at the end of the 15 weeks.
Whilst the Rail Trail proved to be the most popular of topics for our students to investigate – all teams set about
investigating the needs of the community and profiling the users of these projects to ensure their ideas were
realistic and possible.
Each team faced challenges along the way, but with the support of our business mentors and teacher mentors –
our learners were guided on a journey that allowed many obstacles to be overcome.
Presentation Day allowed teams to showcase their research and ideas, whilst providing valuable feedback to one
another that could be used to ‘polish’ the final product.
It has been a great success for our students, teachers, and business partners to work together and we look
forward to the potential implementation of some of these ideas in the coming years!

Year 10 Bogong Camp
Students from Year 10 were given the opportunity to go on the
Bogong Winter Connections camp from 25th-29th July. This
was an amazing opportunity for many who hadn’t ever skied
before and a couple who hadn’t even seen the snow.
Students travelled on the bus for 5 hours to Bogong. Leaving
early in the morning enabled a restful and relaxing journey.
Students were all very excited and eager to see snow. Arriving
at Bogong Outdoor Education School, we were assigned our
rooms and spent some time settling in.
Our first day was spent learning how to cross-country ski, after
being outfitted the night prior with our brand new equipment.
We walked/shuffled our way up to the Arctic Bowl and spent the
day learning how to fall, edge our skis and the very important
herringbone step to assist getting up the hills. This was to be
one of the most challenging days of our trip.
At the end of the day we bussed back down to our
accommodations for some hot showers and warm food.
Undisputedly the most outstanding element of our trip was the
food. The chef at our accommodation, Phil, cooked the most
amazing meals for students and staff. They were absolutely 5
star and we looked forward to them each day.
Day two and three were a change of pace with downhill skiing.
We were generally on the slopes by 9am and Wombats
Ramble became one of the favourite parts of the day. Students
advanced through their skills well during the week, many
changing up into more advanced groups as they went. Mrs
Anthony would like to claim the ‘zero falls for the week’ trophy!
During our nights, we were involved in a number of
environmental activities which improved our awareness of the
impacts of our actions on the local and global environment.
Many went away with goals to decrease their footprint on the
planet.

Year 9 Outdoor Ed

Bushwalks to Falls Creek and Wilson’s Promontory in
Semester One gave students the fantastic opportunity to
experience and develop skills focusing on bushwalking.
Coping with carrying heavy packs and cooking on trangia
stoves seem like a distant memory and great fun was had
by all as the beautiful scenery enveloped us all. Semester
Two began with learning sailing skills at Geelong and
students braved the August weather to spend four sessions
in their sail boats. Next was a camp out at school! which
prepared us all for our surfing and coastal walk. Again it
was awesome to experience the wonders that lie on our
doorstep while developing skills in teamwork, camp
cooking and independence.

Unit 3 and 4 Outdoor and Environmental studies
Camps gave us the opportunity to be self sufficient and learn to survive
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Mount Baw Baw Ski Camp

The camps
helped us
connect to each
other and it was
good to get away
from technology

Rafting down the Mitta Mitta

Wonderful
experience

Unbreakable
bonds.
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Camps were a
great opportunity
to interact with
the environment.

Bushwalk Bogong High Plains

LIBRARY

Breakfast Club

CAREERS
What an amazing year it has been to share the pathways planning journey with so many of our
students. Indeed, Careers is not just about finding a job, but chasing our dreams, realising our
potential, making informed decisions and managing the kind of life we desire.
Year 12—Year 12 Careers has included individual counselling on a number of occasions, visits to
Universities, speakers, jobs, newsletters, the Travelling Tertiary Information Service, Open Days,
strategies, parent information nights and lots of questions and queries from our students. At the time of
writing, VTAC Applications are in, Resumes and Letters of Application are being written, and the last of
the revision, work and study is being undertaken. As stated often this year, your ATAR is not the
measure of you, so do your best and take a deep breath. We look forward to sharing your news about
the next steps on your journey.
Year 11—Our Year 11s have been part of University Outreach Program this year with their knowledge
gained in Year 10 ACE paying off. A number of strategies are being used to consolidate career planning
in preparation for 2017 including researching choices, VTAC, resumes, job hunting techniques, The
students attended the Spot Jobs Career Expo and had the opportunity for Individual Counselling as part
of their Year 12 choices. Lastly, students were able to participate in the Ready Set Go Program
encouraging STEM Careers that visited the school.
Year 10—Year 10 students were able to use Lardner Park Expo, work experience and classed based
activities to find out about their pathway options. They attended the WOWOW bus to learn more about
STEM Careers, Subject information evenings and course counselling ensured our Year 10s can keep
their options open as they continue to explore their preferred future. Students visited Federation
University as part of the University Outreach Program and sat in on a ‘lecture’ about Sports Tourism
Year 9—Class based exploration of ‘Who Am I’, ‘Where Am I Going’, ‘What Would I like For My Future’
took place as students were able to use this to inform elective choices for 2017. The Students took part
in the Ready Set Go Program funded by the State Government and attended the WOWOW bus as part
of this program. Students were involved in the University outreach program undertaking a range of
activities designed to encourage regional students to think about University. This work follows students
to the senior school so that we can ensure the journey of pathways planning is holistic.
Year 8—through humanities, students participated in ‘The Real Game’ - learning all about the links
between careers, education and life choices.
Year 7—Through ACE, students start to gain an understanding of who they are and the link between
their interests and potential careers pathways in the future.
Jodie Matthews

Year 10 Work Experience

Our Year 10’s went on a week of work experience and had a great time
learning about working life. Some students were offered ongoing work as
part of this program.
Students experienced a wide range of work types during their week. We had
students in administration roles, working within fields such as education and
childcare, medical professions, veterinary services, motor vehicle repairs,
baking, retail, manufacturing, information technology, accounting, banking,
farming, art and design, event management, and even a talent agency.
We thank our community organisations for the support that they offer our
students each year when undertaking this opportunity.

Year 9 ADVANCE
Students undertaking Advance this year aimed to complete their Bronze Duke of Edinburgh award. This involved completing 24 weeks of
Physical Recreation, 12 weeks of Community Service and 12 weeks of learning a new Skill. In addition to this, students work on team
building through their Adventurous Journey. Setting goals within this subject is quite an individual process and each student has a different
outlook on what they would like to achieve.
During Physical Recreation we partook in a range of activities such as boxing, yoga, personal training and circuit work. Many students set
their goals around a specific achievement such as completing 5 chin ups, planking for 3 minutes or maintaining a general overall fitness
level. Skills learnt included guitar, piano, landscaping, screen printing, photography and a group of keen cake decorators. Community
Service saw students attending the local primary schools, kindergarten and childcare centres, greens keeping at the Recreation Reserve,
preparing meat trays for community raffles, coaching junior basketball teams and even helping out at the pound.
Excursions throughout the year challenged the way that we looked at ourselves and the world around us. Primarily our trips to Trees
Adventure and Fareshare were highlights. Our adventurous journey took us to the Mitta Mitta River and a white water rafting challenge.
We met the fabulous team from Holmesglen TAFE who gave us all of our training and led us through two days of challenging group work
on the river. For many the biggest struggle was going without their technology for four days! Lots of fun, team chants, splashing and smiles
were to be found across the trip.

Student Support
Our Integration team works very hard to assist students not only with disabilities but also those
students who would just like some help with their classroom tasks. We work closely with teachers
and endeavour to make students feel united, as part of the academic and social structure in the
classroom and the whole school community. We encourage success and increased self-esteem
through ownership of work, good communication, independence and socialising with peers. We
conduct regular Student Support Group meetings with parents, students and other specialised
personnel to maintain communication and ongoing support. This year we have worked with funded
students in Year 7 and 9 and found everyone
becoming more confident academically and
socially. Jazmyne & Holley attended the
Combined Secondary Schools Sports Carnival
for the Hearing Impaired in September and
enjoyed participating in golf, soccer and
basketball. They learnt new skills and met
many deaf and hearing impaired students
from across Victoria. It was a great day and
they made some new friends whom they
hope to catch up with again next year.

LINK
In June the Link program was re-vamped by Mr John
Wilson and Mr Chris Cronin to closely follow the
Australian
Core
Skills
Framework
(ACSF)
encompassing reading, writing, oral communication
and numeracy. Students from Year 7 and 8 have
worked through tasks to extend their learning and
confidence in these areas. Congratulations to Brad,
Brian, Katie & Mitch for their attendance and
commitment.

SWIMMING
House swimming:
McDonald won their fourth house swimming sports in a row at the annual House Swimming Carnival.
Eric Zubcic is cementing his place in the school records by breaking records again this year. He broke T
Wittingslow’s record from 1998 in the U/15 50m breaststroke record with a time of 37.03. Julia
Fabrowska, an exchange student from Poland, smashed out two KSC records, beating Grace McLean’s
2015 100m Freestyle & C Webster’s 1999 50m Freestyle records – with times of 1.15.48 & 33.25.
McMillan placed second after McDonald with Whitelaw coming third and fourth for Strzelecki.
Amongst the high level of swimming there was a lot of fun. While Miss Burdett pumped out some great
tunes, six acts prepared for the lip-sync-star battle! Nick Mann started confidently with a classic 90’s
tune by Rick Astley, but his high-waisted chinos were no match for Chloe Dixon’s bad-girl rap styling in
her rendition of ‘Ice Ice Baby!’ Jacinta, Skye and Cass channelled their inner Beyonce and Barbie Girls
Jade & Kristie dominated the pool-side briefly. But the coveted pink sash was finally awarded to Adrian
Gale for his interpretation of something ‘very heavy’.
Congratulations to this year’s age champions:
GIRLS: Erin Trewin U13, Ella Roberts U14, Casey Walker U15, Grace McLean U16, Julia Fabrowska U17,
Kayley Lawrence U21
BOYS: Corey Whelan U13, Oliver McLean U14, Eric Zubcic U15, Nicholas McKenzie U16, William Downie
U17, Cameron Trewin U21

Interschool Swimming:
KSC participated in the Interschool Swimming sports on 23 rd of February. It was a day of great
competition and the effort shown by all those involved was fantastic. A huge congratulations to all
students who competed. With consistent efforts all day we were awarded the boys handicap shield and
placed second to Wonthaggi in the boys shield. An amazing result as they have three times as many
students.
Other highlights for the day were the record broken by Eric Zubcic who broke the individual medley
relay record that was set in 2007. Eric was also the individual champion for the day.

Gippsland Swimming:
On Thursday the 17th of March 9 students travelled to the Sale outdoor pool to
compete in the Gippsland finals for swimming. It was a great day of tough
competition. Congratulations to Eric Zubcic (left) and William Downie (right) who
qualified for the state finals of swimming. Eric in the 50m freestyle, 50m
breaststroke, 200m freestyle and 200m individual medley. William in the 200m
individual medley.

ATHLETICS
House Athletics:
McDonald was crowned the champions of the house athletics for 2015, taking back their domination.
Seanan Trewin broke the U15 girls 1500m record with a time of 6.11.13 and Brad Monson broke M
Wangman’s 16 year old triple jump record, jumping 12 metres! The Champion of Champions race was
again held this year where the 8 fastest girls and boys challenged each other.
Paige Mitchard of year 7 beat all other KSC girls in a brilliantly close race, and Hayden Smith of year 12
continued to dominate the boys for the day and took the title in his last year at KSC.
Congratulations to age group champions:
GIRLS: Erin Trewin U13,
Courtney
Martin
U14,
Hannah Martin & Seanan
Trewin U15, Grace McLean
U16, Alana Hanegraaf U17,
Kayley Lawrence U21
BOYS: Aaron Turton U13,
Tane Derrick U14, Jordan
Grabham U15, Joshua Hill
U16, Jacob Lesjak U17,
Hayden Smith U21
Interschool Athletics:
On Thursday the 28th of April, 77 students headed to the Joe Carmody Athletics track to
represent KSC in athletics. Korumburra came fifth overall, but there were many successes
within our school. Congratulations to Hayden Smith (right) for winning the U21 age group
champion! Hayden won first place in triple jump, long jump and high jump. He also won
second place in the 200 metre sprint and third place in the 100m sprint. Well done to all
students who participated.
Gippsland Athletics:
It’s a long time to wait for the students from interschool athletics in April, to the Gippsland athletics in
September. Korumburra proudly had 15 students representing our college. It was even more pleasing to
see so many students coming away with medallions and various achievements. Well done to Paige
Mitchard for coming first in the 800m, Bailey Mitchard who coming first in the 100m hurdles, Seanan
Trewin for running third in the 1500m and Mitchell Nicholas for throwing second in discus.
State Athletics:
Well done to Paige and Bailey Mitchard (both pictured right) who
represented Korumburra Secondary College in the state athletics finals.
Bailey came 6th in Hurdles and Paige came 7th in the 800m. We look
forward to seeing these year 7’s in the sporting arena for many years to
come.

Cross Country
House Cross Country:
After having to postpone our cross country for one week, we were blessed with a beautiful day on our
next attempt. Many teachers ran alongside the students, showing that there is some excellent fitness
amongst some of our ‘older’ community members. Two records were broken this year, both by U13
runners who were our age champions – Paige Mitchard & Aaron Turton. McDonald again were the overall
winners for the day, followed by Whitelaw, Strzelecki and McMillan.
Congratulations to age group champions:
GIRLS: Paige Mitchard U13, Madeline Smith U14, Seanan Trewin U15, Grace McLean U16, Alana
Hanegraaf U17, Kayley Lawrence U21
BOYS: Aaron Turton U13, Oliver McLean U14, Rory Pattison U15, Bradley Monson U16, Blake Walker U17,
Harrison McLean U21

Interschool Cross Country:
On Monday the 30th of May the Korumburra Secondary College cross country team travelled to Foster to
compete against other schools. The conditions were perfect as the sun was out and there wasn’t a cloud
in the sky. There were many outstanding performers for KSC including Aaron Turton who came 3 rd in
under 13 boys, Paige Mitchard ran 1st and Erin Trewin ran 4th in under 13 girls, Ollie McLean came 1st and
Maddi Smith came 5th in the under 14s age group, Seanan Trewin came 1st in under 15 girls and Brad
Monson had a great come back after leading the pack before a checkpoint mishap. Well done to all the
students who participated and made the day so successful.

State Cross Country:
To round off the great cross country season we had
five students represent the college at the state finals.
Well done to Seanan Trewin, Maddie Smith, Paige
Mitchard, Erin Trewin, and Oliver McLean (pictured
opposite). It was a tough course with some good hills
to climb so it was a great effort by all of our students
who took in the challenge. Congratulations to Paige
and Oliver who both finished on the podium with 3 rd
place medallions.

TEAM SPORTS

Legacy Public Speaking
This year, Kaylah Thomas and Ella Roberts took part in the Legacy Junior
Public Speaking Competition, which was a grand learning experience for
everyone involved. Although we did not place, we still came out as victors.
Learning how to compose a speech, engage with an audience and develop
our vocabulary were great learning experiences. With good company such
as Mrs McGrath for the duration of the day and a positive environment
occupied with pleasant people, the occasion was a success. We both
presented a prepared speech and then were
given five minutes to prepare an improvised
speech. The prepared speeches were a success
and we learnt a considerable amount regarding improvised speeches. It was
a great chance to develop personal development skills. It would be fantastic
to offer such a thing as this to students next year
By Kaylah Thomas and Ella Roberts

Student Achievements
Ollie McLean came third in the state final for Cycling

A Night to Remember

MUSIC

Christmas Coma (By Anonymous)
Christmas time for us it seems
Means bringing the family together
One thing’s for certain:
We’ll all be there, regardless of weather.
There’ll be aunts and uncles we’ve not seen for years
They’ll reminisce with Mum and Dad
Laughter bringing tears.
And then there are the cousins and their names go on
And on – and don’t forget the second cousins
All their daughters and their sons.
Pop’s sure to have a roast on.
Papa’s barbie’s a delight.
Mama’s ice-cream is to die for
and Nan’s pavlova—what a sight!
Soon the house is roaring noise
Not a single corner quiet
For when a family like ours gets together
There’s sure to be a riot.
Christmas means a lot of food
Seconds and thirds a must
We sit around the table and eat until we bust.
If we can after we eat we’ll play a game of cricket
A tennis ball, a plastic bat, a Sulo bin for wicket.
But more than likely the story goes
Before the inning’s over
We’ll be inside upon the couch sleeping off
Our Christmas-time food coma.

Today (by Renae Kirkham)
Whatever happens tomorrow, we had today.
We’ll always have today, no matter what happens
I don’t want to let you go, but I know it’s for the best.
Cause you’ll be happy even if it causes me immense pain.
So I’ll hold today close to my heart
I’ll always remember and never forget
The day you walked into my life.
Sometimes you make choices in life
But sometimes choices make you
And this choice was one of my best.
So never forget me
Because we’ll also have today.
Moving Target (by Jesse O’Leary)
I started in the Bronx with a dollar in my hand
Doubt would rush into my mind
As I walked that ghetto land.
I still chased my ambitions, working hard and
working long
All the doubt began to clear ‘til everything went
wrong.
I stole a woman’s purse but pitied in my dread
An officer who stopped me in my tracks
Gun Laws in America (by Joshua Hill)
If you don’t change the law
You’re going to start a war
Too many deaths on the street
Thinking what you’re doing’s sweet.
372 mass shootings in one year
That’s enough to make anyone fear.
The laws, they all have to change
Something only the government can rearrange.

Crazier Than Them (Jai Rapson)
People (by Anonymous)
When I first met them
People killing, people dying
They were a little crazy
Children hurt I hear them crying.
They knew how to have fun
Can you practice what you’re preaching? Pushed the limits all the way
Would you turn the other cheek again? When they first met me
Mumma, Mumma, Mumma tell us!
I was shy
What the hell is going on?
Took me a little while to let loose
Can’t we all just get along?
Now they think
Father, Father, Father help us!
I’m crazier than them.
We need some guidance from above
‘cause the people got me questioning…
…Where is the love?
The Magician (by Anonymous)
The magician put on a show
RIP Fred (by Tristan Halliday)
I like a good mo,
Fred is dead he knocked his head
I wish I could grow mine down to my toe.
Blood bright red his soul has fled
I’d like to just let it flow.
His life is done, he had some fun
The trick was grouse
But now he is above the sun.
He grabbed the mouse
From the ladies blouse
Trees (by Eben Joyce)
Trees are important to us all, they show us the way to stand tall.
They suckle on the suns energy day and night, during late hours they can give
you a fright.
Keeping composure when harsh winds blow provides shelter for animals below.
But us humans are making trees die out that's not what we're about
Everything has a due date its true but increasing their life span is up to you
You may want to shape the world as you see fit, that's a good way to get bit,
By animals looking for a home, if the trees are all gone they’ll have nowhere to
go.
Breathing is a privilege for you and for me,
however what will we breathe when there are no trees?
Help the trees live for another day, feel good about yourself along the way.

The Journey (by Nick McKenzie)
I walk up the race feeling so free
The crowd is cheering at the replay on TV.
I tie my boots and pull up my socks
And then I get a very big shock.
100,000 fans are cheering so loud
Here comes the rain with the big black cloud.
The whistle blows the ball is bounced
I have no choice I have to pounce.

Deni (By Harry Horton)
Down some old country road
Stopping to double tie the load
Towards the gates the v8’s roar
Blowing smoke from a gusty four
Dust or mud we won’t know
Hail or rain won’t stop the show
There is glory to be found
But only when your Deni bound

VCE
Art, Design & Technology Show

Year 7

2016, has been another productive and engaging year for our year 7s. The action started with our
school camp to Grantville Lodge in February where our students got to know each other better while
participating in some outdoor adventure activities such as canoeing and completing a high ropes
course. They were also given a crash course in karaoke form Mr Cronin. Students have been involved
in a broad range of learning over the course of the year, from creating plaster fish in Art, baking
muffins in home eco, animal classification in Science, responding to social issues in ACE, exploring
Chinese history in Cultural Studies to writing biographies in English; they have had a busy academic
year. We also had a number of students representing our College in extracurricular activities such as
the Young Ambassador’s Community History Project, Miah, Brooke, Sharna, Avalon and Emilee
researched and presented on a talk about one of Korumburra’s founding figures, Mr Radovick.
Several students were also involved in this year’s music program and participated in the cluster
Music Camp with Primary School students from our area. We also have quite a sporty bunch of year
7s this year, numerous students represented our College in athletics, swimming and team sports.
Bailey and Paige Mitchard participated in athletics at State level in October. It was also pleasing to
see so many year 7 students participating in ‘A Night to Remember,’ there were many memorable
performances. One of the highlights for the year was travelling to Phillip Island for our cross-curricula
excursion, we visited Churchill Island and toured the Antarctic exhibition at the Nobbies. I would like
to thank all year 7 students, their parents and teachers for their positive efforts this year.

I hope you all have a safe and
restful Christmas!
Regards,
Mr Churchill

Year 7

Year 8

2016 has been a year of exciting opportunities, excellent learning and fun for all year 8 students. There
have been many highlights throughout the year in all areas of their learning and school life. The year 8
camp to Merricks on the Mornington Peninsula saw students throw themselves into a whole range of
activities, with snorkeling and surfing being favourites. Excellent organization skills were exhibited along
with growing independence. Even the tree climbing saw students challenging themselves to reach new
heights and overcome their fears.
Many year 8 students performed or played a supporting role in the Night to
Remember. Year 8 attendance at the swimming and athletics was excellent,
with fantastic performances from too many student to name, with many going
on to further stages. The ACE sessions saw students lead the college in the use
of Office 365 to develop their collaborative skills that will be essential in their
future work and learning.
Their work on their Broadening Horizons
investigations resulted in excellent partnerships and learning with both Bass
Coast and South Gippsland shire councils and BurraFoods. Great resilience has
been shown with dealing with changes and challenges.
A big thanks to Mr Cockburn, Mr Stalker and Mr Santilli for their dedication as mentors to each class.
Above all, it has been fantastic to see a year level work towards developing such a positive relationship
with each other and their teachers, showing they are ready to move onto the new challenges of year 9.

Year 8

YEAR 9
It has been an amazing 2016 with the year 9 students. They have had many opportunities inside and
outside of school on a range of experiences. The students have always taken on all the crazy
challenging experience with a smile. The I’M A YEAR 9 GET ME OUT OF HERE food challenge was one
such epic experience. We saw them eat fist full of olives, salty anchovies and wasabi soaked cheese
burgers. Great work on an AMAZING year, GOOD LUCK for 2017 and beyond!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Year 9

Year 10

Year 10

Year 11
2016 has been a busy year for Year 11 students with many taking on the challenge of a Year 12 subject.
Some students chose a more hands on and practical pathway of VCAL. A number of students also
undertook VET courses, whereby they attended a TAFE or similar to undertake a course or participated in
work placement.
This year, saw the introduction of a weekly 5 minute meeting for all students. The goal of these is to
ensure that all important messages are given out and received. Students also had the opportunity to
voice their opinions and concerns in this meeting.
Year 11 students attended the Spotjobs Expo at the Exhibition Centre. The Expo showcased career
opportunities from large employer trades to higher education in an interactive and informative format.
Students also had the chance to do a spot of shopping at DFO South Wharf. The day was extremely
informative and proved popular with the students.
Students were fortunate enough to participate in a virtual career expo to explore and gather information
about courses and careers. On the WOWOW Bus students participated in a virtual experience using
Samsung Gear 3D glasses immersive technology to experience a range of careers opportunities in 6
Growth industry areas. These include Medical Technology and Pharmaceuticals, Food and Fibre, New
Energy Technology, Construction Technology, Defence Transport and Transport and Logistics.
In August, 15 Year 11 students were fortunate enough to visit the HMAS Cerberus training facility.
The program offered students firsthand knowledge of Navy careers, training and lifestyle. Students saw a
variety of training facilities and demonstrations including initial Recruit training, Engineering School,
Seamanship School, and firefighting training. Student ate lunch with the sailors in the Main Galley, and
also visited their state of the art sports facilities.
Year 11 students also attended a driver education program - The RYDA Program is a one day out of
school program delivering practical road safety information targeting attitude and awareness of young
drivers and their passengers. RYDA targets 16-18 year old students and includes six interactive sessions
delivered to small student groups covering topics such as: hazard perception, distraction management,
vehicle safety, stopping distance, fatigue and listening from a crash survivor about his experiences.
The ACE learning Program continued again this year, focusing on what Year 11 said they needed more
assistance with – Positive Self Talk, Resilience, Goal setting and time management. Students participated
in each session with enthusiasm, and feedback was positive. A highlight of the program this year was
listening to Bec Slavin, talk about her life experiences as a recovered ice addict.
We said goodbye to Julia Fabrowska mid-year, who completed her year’s exchange and returned to
Poland. Kurika Uchida will be flying back to Japan at the end of the year. During their time with KSC, both
have formed many friendships with students and young people from the region. We wish them well for
their future studies. In July, we welcomed Lola Voss from Belgium, who will be with us for 12 months.
Upon returning from the mid-year break, Year 11 students found their lockers had been relocated into
the A wing, near the senior school office (old staff room area) due to the forthcoming renovations.
Students have predominantly been fantastic in accepting the new slightly cramped conditions.
On the sporting field many students succeeded in a number of sports, such as netball and football,
athletics and cross country running. Well done to all who participated, at the interschool, regional and
state level representing KSC. Also, congratulations to students who succeeded outside of the school,
pursuing their individual sporting interests.
Congratulations to students, parents and teachers of Year 11 on making it to the end of 2016!

Year 11

VCAL
VET
This year we had 27 students studying a VET certificate as either part of their VCAL or VCE program. The
students ventured to campuses in Frankston, Warragul, Leongatha, Wonthaggi, Berwick, Yallourn and
Korumburra. They have completed Certificate II and III in a variety of areas including: Electrotechnology,
Plumbing, Carpentry, IT, Health, Hairdressing, Hospitality, Automotive, Drafting, Child Services and
Christian Ministry.

VCAL
We had 2 classes of VCAL students this year, one with Year 10 and 11 students and
the other with Year 11 and 12. The students were able to select from 3 VCE
electives: PE, Design & Technology and Studio Art and 3 Enterprise electives:
Hospitality, Fabrication & Repair and Marketing.
The year has provided many wonderful learning opportunities for our students. A
number of highlights were: attending a voluntary shift at the FareShare commercial
kitchen catering for homeless people in Melbourne, creating 2 cubby houses that
were donated to the Karmai Children Centre, running sausage sizzles, car washes,
working as a large group to produce items for sale at the Korumburra Farmers
Market, growing and donating seedlings to local primary schools, catering for staff
lunches and numerous school functions, mock interviews with local employees, and
visiting the desalination plant to witness OH&S in the work place to name just a
few.

Certificate II in Parks and Gardens
11 of our Year 10 students completed this program. They started at Coal Creek where they created a
new paved area, before completing the certificate at school. The students have taken on the challenge
of updating a number of the garden beds at the front of the school.

School Based Apprenticeship and Traineeships
A number of our students have been able to obtain SBATs, which allow students to start working
towards their apprenticeship whilst studying at secondary school. Students have completed this in a
number of areas including: Carpentry, Glazing and Electrical.

Work Placement
All VCAL students and a number of VCE students completed one day of work placement each week as
part of their school program. Employees get a young enthusiastic learner and students get a real taste of
the work place, allowing them to make informed career choices. Students have completed work
placement in a range of different industries including: Veterinary, Building, Plumbing, Electrical,
Hairdressing, Glazing, Child Care, and Automotive.

VCAL

Year 12
Despite being the launching platform for the next stage of their lives – the final year of school is a year of ‘lasts’.
The last swimming sports, the last cross- country, the last school fete until finally it is; the last day.
Before the last day arrives there is a whole lot of Year 12 to get through. Year 12 2016 started with the RYDA
excursion at the end of the 2015 school year during head start. From there the journey of year 12 takes its normal
path. There are some traffic jams and diversions along the way, the ‘engine’ might run low on energy and fuel
along the way – but the year moves inexorably forward nonetheless.
Some of the highlights of the year include the whole school sports days in which the Year 12’s take a very active
role through their enthusiastic participation and organization of the other students.
Our Year 12 Camp for 2016 took place at the end of Term 2, the VCE cohort spent this time visiting a variety of
tertiary institutions. Here they became reinvigorated to become more focused on their studies in order to ease the
progression from school into the next phase of their lives.
The Year 12 Cohort of 2016 had one exclusive ‘last’ to add to the list, these were to be the last cohort of Year 12
students to call the Senior Study Centre in the M wing home. At the end of Semester 1, we “decanted” the entire
contents of the Senior Study Centre, lockers, fridges, students, chessboards etc. to their temporary new home in
the old staff room in the A wing. This was achieved fairly painlessly, and the Year 12’s settled in to this new space
for the remainder of their time in school.
In Term 3, our cohort run their annual fete which helps them finance their final day excursion. Due to the building
works, the students had the challenge of not being able to use the quadrangle as the location for the fete, however
the bus loop proved to be a very successful alternative venue. The usual range of wares were on offer; cakes, fairy
floss, face painting and even show bags being sold from the boot of a car!
Term 4 is short, but the Year 12’s managed to complete their final school work and organise their final day
celebrations. It is always an eye opener for us to see the alter egos that appear under cover of the camouflage of
fancy dress and combat overalls.
For the VCE students, the next big event was the exams and for the VCALs the world of work awaits.
I commend everyone in Year 12 for the terrific efforts they have put in to ensure they have achieved their very best
and to thank the students for their maturity, leadership, contribution to the College Community and for the care
and support they showed to each other.
In particular, I would like to mention our School Captains, Eleanor McKenzie and Nicholas Mann who, ably assisted
by the Vice Captains Skye Twite and James McLean, never failed to do what was required of them - with great
willingness and positivity.
We wish each and every one of the Year 12 class of 2016 success and joy in what the future holds for them

Year 12

My Kind of Pain (by Kristie Smith)
When you think about pain
You don’t imagine something blissful
Something that brings tranquillity
You’re blinded by the thought of hurting
By the thought
Of not being in control
But when you fall to the ground
Pain surging through your body
You block out everything that isn’t the pain.
But what if we lost our minds?
What if we embraced the pain?
We could learn eminently
About our bodies, our minds, our tolerance.
If we could just fin tranquillity
As we lay on the floor
Tears in our eyes
If we could find it in our trauma
We wouldn’t be so petrified of the pain

Above: by Chloe Dixon
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Name: Chelsea Bennett
Nickname: Chels B
Desired Occupation:
Massage Therapy or
Glucose infant
Likely Outcome: Glucose
infant
I'll miss: The Teachers sass
I'll be remembered for:
Probably nothing lol

Name: Angus Cooney
Nickname: Gus
Desired Occupation:
Professional skater
Likely Outcome: Amature
skater

Name: Hayden Anthony

Nickname:

Name: Jack Alderson
Nickname:

Desired Occupation:

Desired Occupation:

Desired Occupation:

Likely Outcome:

Likely Outcome:

Likely Outcome:

I'll miss:

I'll miss:

I'll miss:

I'll be remembered for:

I'll be remembered for:

I'll be remembered for:

Name: Amipeliasi Ahokava

Name: Stacey Butler
Nickname: Stacka, Stace
Butts
Desired Occupation:
Gordan Ramseys assistant
Chef
Likely Outcome: Shop Assistant at Kellys
I'll miss: Flag pole squad &
Banter
I'll be remembered for:
Sassiness & attitude

Name: Teagan Clapperton
Name: Jake Cester
Nickname:
Desired Occupation:
Likely Outcome:
I'll miss:
I'll be remembered for:

Name: Hannah Darts
Nickname: Han, Han Han,
Hanna Goanna
Desired Occupation: Aid
Worker/Human Services

Nickname:

Nickname: Clapdaddy
Desired Occupation:
Urinalysis Observer
Likely Outcome: Full time
sugar baby
I'll miss: The squad
I'll be remembered for:
Bringing milk in ziplock bags

Name: Chloe Dixon
Name: Max Delongville
Nickname: Left during year
Desired Occupation:

Likely Outcome: Chocolate
Connoisseur

Likely Outcome:

I'll miss: The banter

I'll miss: Hanging out with
friends

I'll be remembered for:

I'll be remembered for: I
won’t be, I wasn’t here

I'll be remembered for:
Missing the bus

I'll miss:

Nickname: Mama Chlo
Desired Occupation:
Teaching
Likely Outcome: Your future
step-mum
I'll miss: The quality Staff
I'll be remembered for:
Being Jacks rumoured
girlfriend

Year 12
Name: Beau Frichot
Nickname: Beau

Name: Jade Falcone
Nickname: Falc
Desired Occupation:
Making Dosh
Likely Outcome: Making
Dosh
I'll miss: Jack Gilchrist
I'll be remembered for:
Being Late

Name: Jack Gilchrist
Nickname: Gillsy,
1 Meter Peter
Desired Occupation: Corrupt
Lawyer
Likely Outcome: Prisoner
#1264
I'll miss: Cheesy turnovers, SSC
banter, punching darts &
breaking hearts
I'll be remembered for:
Crossing boundaries, creating
havoc, love for Shannon Noll

Name: Liam Henry
Nickname: Choco
Desired Occupation:
Assistant Casino Manager
on a cruise ship
Likely Outcome: Cruise ship
I'll miss: Monday—Sunday
I'll be remembered for:
Spilling chocolate milk on
myself in year 7 (hence the
name Choco)Spilling

Name: Robert Fowler
Nickname:

Name: Christopher Fowles
Nickname:

Desired Occupation:

Desired Occupation:

Likely Outcome:

Likely Outcome:

I'll miss:

I'll miss:

I'll be remembered for:

I'll be remembered for:

Name: Nicole Hanks

Name: Brianna Harper

Nickname: Nikki
Desired Occupation:
Medicine or MOB wife

Nickname: Beej
Desired Occupation: Social
Worker
Likely Outcome: Dole
Bludger

Likely Outcome:
Professional chocolate eater
I'll miss: Having my days
already planned out for me
I'll be remembered for: My
sassy and sarcastic nature

I'll miss: Friends & Cass Joy

Desired Occupation: Game
design
Likely Outcome: IT
I'll miss: Chem roasts with
JP
I'll be remembered for: The
3 B’s of life, Big money, Big
W & Big fun

Name: Mitchell Henderson
Nickname:
Desired Occupation:
Likely Outcome:
I'll miss:
I'll be remembered for:

I'll be remembered for:
Never calling teachers by

Name: Cody Holland
Nickname: I don’t have one,
I just go by my name, Cody
Name: Madaleine Hogg
Nickname:
Desired Occupation:
Likely Outcome:
I'll miss:
I'll be remembered for:

Desired Occupation:
Mechatronics Engineer
Likely Outcome: I’ll learn it
when I get it
I'll miss: Uhhh… I guess the
outdoor program & just
seeing your mates each day
I'll be remembered for:
Dunno, ever having a beard
or doing parkour

Name: Skye Holman
Nickname:
Desired Occupation:
Likely Outcome:
I'll miss:
I'll be remembered for:

Year 12
Name: Natasha Lacy
Name: Barney Kent
Name: Thomas Jenkin

Name: Matthew Kennewell

Nickname:

Nickname:

Desired Occupation:

Desired Occupation:

Likely Outcome:

Likely Outcome:

I'll miss:

I'll miss:

I'll be remembered for:

I'll be remembered for:

Nickname: Alex
Desired Occupation:
Animator, Trillionaire
Likely Outcome:
I'll miss: Harassing Ms
Burdett

Nickname: Tash
Desired Occupation:
Childcare
Likely Outcome: Check out
chick, sugar baby
I'll miss: Ya judy “yard duty”
I'll be remembered for:
veekal

I'll be remembered for: Alex

Name: Nicholas Mann
Name: Kayley Lawrence
Nickname:
Desired Occupation:
Likely Outcome:
I'll miss:
I'll be remembered for:

Name: Eleanor Mckenzie
Nickname: Elle, L’nor,
Eleano

Name: Emma Longden
Nickname: Em
Desired Occupation:
Tourism
Likely Outcome:
Backpacking
I'll miss: Friends
I'll be remembered for: My
love of reading, watching
fantasy sci-fi shows, my
quiet & friendly personality

Nickname: Barney
Desired Occupation: Scientist
Likely Outcome: Lab rat
I'll miss: Mesothelioma
I'll be remembered for:
Koalas

Nickname: Manny
Desired Occupation:
Socialist Revolutionary
Leader of Australia
Likely Outcome: The Mr
Miyagi of Love
I'll miss: Lunchtime
basketball with the boys
I'll be remembered for:

Name: Harrison McLean
Nickname: Gaz

Desired Occupation:
Diplomat

Desired Occupation:
Brownlow 2017

Likely Outcome: Kitten
collector

Likely Outcome: Under 12’s
water boy

I'll miss: Toasties, friends,
routine, Churchies puns
I'll be remembered for:
Sorry, what did you say? I
couldn’t hear/got distracted

Name: Alexander MacDonald

Name: James McLean

Name: Olivia Methven

Nickname: Jimmy

Nickname:
Desired Occupation:

Desired Occupation: Police

Likely Outcome:

Likely Outcome: Trophy

I'll miss:
I'll be remembered for:

I'll miss: Sauce Merret
I'll be remembered for: “I’m
on a highway to hell”

I'll miss: Outdoor Ed Camps
I'll be remembered for:

Year 12
Name: Liiam Miller
Nickname: Leeham
Desired Occupation: Police
Officer
Likely Outcome: Centrelink
bludger
I'll miss: The banter
I'll be remembered for:

Name: Rebecca Moon
Nickname: I never got one
because I never spilled
chocolate milk on myself in
year 7
Desired Occupation: Journalist
Likely Outcome: Store
Manager of IGA
I'll miss: Linda’s spare wraps.
Quality chemistry roasts with
Miss Parson
I'll be remembered for:
Reaching my peak in High
School

Name: Nathan Nagengast
Nickname: Nang
Desired Occupation: Builder
Likely Outcome: Builder
I'll miss: Nothing
I'll be remembered for:

Name: Chloe Nestoriwsky
Nickname: Darky
Desired Occupation: Elvis
Likely Outcome: Taxi Driver
I'll miss: The Squad
I'll be remembered for: My
ability to make everything

Name: Jared Pattie
Name: Liam O’Brien

Name: Molly Patten

Nickname:

Nickname:

Desired Occupation:

Desired Occupation:

Likely Outcome:

Likely Outcome:

I'll miss:

I'll miss:

I'll be remembered for:

I'll be remembered for:

Nickname: Charlie
Vilanueva
Desired Occupation:
Plumber
Likely Outcome: NBA
Superstar
I'll miss: Reading books
…….not

Name: Emma Reeves
Nickname:
Desired Occupation:
Likely Outcome:
I'll miss:
I'll be remembered for:

I'll be remembered for:
Savageness

Name: Brennan Regan
Nickname: Test Tube
Desired Occupation: Test
Tube
Likely Outcome: Petri dish
I'll miss: Being called a Test
tube everyday
I'll be remembered for:
Being a test tube baby with

Name: Mikarra Richards
Nickname: Richo, Makirae,
Miki
Desired Occupation: Pastry
Chef, Photographer or Child
Worker
Likely Outcome: Pet shop
owner or RSPCA
I'll miss: Ham & pineapple
pizzas
I'll be remembered for:
Attitude & the food/goods
provider

Name: Laura Roberts
Nickname:
Desired Occupation:
Likely Outcome:

Name: Hayden Smith
Nickname: Smit, Cronin,
Hoden
Desired Occupation: Sports
Physician, Physical Educator
Likely Outcome: Farm hand,
Fulltime pleb

I'll miss:
I'll be remembered for:

I'll miss: Ball with the boys
I'll be remembered for:
Nothing appropriate for this

Year 12
Name: Martin Snooks
Nickname: Sauce Merret
Desired Occupation:
Likely Outcome:
Paid 2’s full forward
I'll miss:
I'll be remembered for:
My presence down back

Name: Ruby Somerville
Nickname: Rubes
Desired Occupation:
Childcare
Likely Outcome:
Professional napper
I'll miss: The banter and
canteen runs
I'll be remembered for: For
my blonde comments

Name: John Stewart

Name: Hugh Suckling

Nickname:
Desired Occupation:
Professional lottery winner
Likely Outcome: Not a
professional lottery winner

Nickname: The package
Desired Occupation: Back to
back premiers
Likely Outcome: Dropped to
the VFL

I'll miss: Lunch time banter
I'll be remembered for: For
having a beard all the time

I'll miss: Jars
I'll be remembered for:
Kicking goals and smashing

Name: Brandin Soyza
Nickname: Dilshan
Desired Occupation: Drafts
man
Likely Outcome: Taxi Driver
with part time at the Telstra
Customer Service &
Sunday’s at 7/11
I'll miss: The lunch time
roast sessions
I'll be remembered for: My
skin

Name: Caleb Surman
Nickname: I have none
Desired Occupation: Artist/
Animator for movies /games
Likely Outcome: Artist/
Animator for anything,
whatever job readily available
I'll miss: The overall
environment, being with
friends everyday
I'll be remembered for: My
Height 6’5 1/2

Name: Skye Twite

Nickname: Cam, Camel,
Quamel

Nickname: Cloud

Desired Occupation:
Fisherman

Desired Occupation: Nurse/
Paramedic

Nickname:

Likely Outcome: Nurse
I'll miss: Being with my
friends
I'll be remembered for: My
continuous sneezes

Likely Outcome:

I'll miss: Balling with the
boys
I'll be remembered for: Not
a heap really

Nickname: Kristmas
Desired Occupation: Real
Estate Sales Agent
Likely Outcome: Checkout
Chick
I'll miss: Nothing
I'll be remembered for:
Computer skills

Name: Jacinta Tipping
Nickname: Cin, CinCin,
Cincinnati, J
Desired Occupation: Exercise
Physiologist
Likely Outcome: Pizza maker or
desperate house wife
I'll miss: Churchies lame but
funny puns, seeing friends
everday, Ms McCarthy
reminding us to wash hands
I'll be remembered for: Height,
Sporting abilities

Name: Nellie Noye

Name: Cameron Trewin

Likely Outcome: Pleb

Name: Kristen Stewart

Name: Amber Wilson-Cairns
Desired Occupation:
I'll miss:
I'll be remembered for:

Nickname: Nell
Desired Occupation: I am
hoping to work in the
Animal Care Industry
Likely Outcome: McDonalds
I'll miss: Not much
I'll be remembered for: The
kid who skipped Year 11

Year 12 Celebration Day

Retiring
Ross Crawford

Taking some Leave
Sharon Merrett
Linda Jennings
Neil Cockburn

Moving to other opportunities
Emily Cotterill
Caitlyn Griffiths

STAFF

